Foundational software libraries such as ROOT are under intense pressure to avoid software regression, including performance regressions. Continuous performance benchmarking, as a part of continuous integration and other code quality testing, is an industry best-practice to understand how the performance of a software product evolves over time. We present a framework, built from industry best practices and tools, to help to understand ROOT code performance and monitor the efficiency of the code for a several processor architectures. It additionally allows historical performance measurements for ROOT I/O, vectorization and parallelization sub-systems. *
Introduction
Last decade software development has grown in size and complexity. Industry best practices include extensive quality testing on different levels based on time intervals or before a change is accepted. Regular quality assurance in the process of software development is widely known as continuous integration. Continuous integration relies on various kinds of tests and mainly focuses on finding incorrect behavior. Quite often, correct behavior is defined pragmatically to assume that for certain input data there shall be certain expected output data. In some domains, however, non-scalable (or non-performant) correct behavior can be as devastating as incorrect behavior. Extending the definition of correct behavior to include performance metrics is a challenging but rewording task.
Performance is essential for the field of high-energy physics (HEP) and in particular its core libraries such as ROOT. The LHC Run 3 era promises to make no compromise on every bit of performance and performance regressions may be classified as critical for experiments' software stacks. Metrics such as threading scalability or vectorization level are already becoming a necessity.
On one hand, performance becomes fundamental for software toolchains in HEP. On the other hand, performance analysis is still a laborious job which requires expertise. Reasoning about performance is hard as it may require different (expensive or not-available) hardware, running with multiple compilers on different platforms or experimenting with specific setups. We believe, much of the work can be automatized to show performance by-products in the forms of diagrams accessible to non-experts. This paper discusses challenges of developing a continuous performance monitoring system for ROOT; argues for the need of small-scale benchmarks; and discusses ways to visualize the obtained data. More concretely, we describe the ROOTBench system providing:
• an extensible system tracking different performance metrics of the facilities in ROOT;
• speculative performance evaluation of proposed changes;
• rich and customizable visualizations and aids for performance analysis. This paper is structured as follows: Section 1 (Introduction); Section 2 (Background); Section 3 (Information Flow in ROOTBench); Section 4 (Usage of ROOTBench); Section 5 (Results); and Section 6 (Conclusion).
Background
The requirements for the designed system are in three main categories: performance monitoring primitives, visualization features and data storage. The performance monitoring system should have at least facilities for measuring elapsed time, memory footprint and user-defined counters. It should have a way to stabilize the results among runs and should have primitives for preventing compiler optimization for particular pieces of code if the user needs them. The visualization should happen on the web and users should be able to define custom dashboards. The database should have time-series as a first class citizen to enable easy browsing and comparisons of historical data.
We will make a brief overview of Google benchmark library [9] , Celero [1] , Nonius [3] and hayai [4] which are framework fulfill to some of all of the requirements. Nonius is a small open-source framework for benchmarking small parts of C++ code, inspired by Criterion, a similar Haskell-based tool. Celero, Nonius, hayai have smaller community with not clear perspective of continuous support of products. Google benchmark is developed by Google and supported by a wider community.
Googlebench [9] is C++ library, inspired by googletest and the xUnit architecture. This library is lightweight and supports different type benchmarks: both value-and typeparameterized. Google benchmark also provides various options for running the benchmarks including multithreading, and custom report generation.
A key ingredient for benchmarking infrastructure is modern visualization tool, that will require minimal maintenance efforts. Visualizing data helps monitor performance of ROOT, detect patterns and take an action when identifying anomalous behavior. There are significant amount of data visualization tools, used for operations with collected data logs and measurements. We will focus on the most popular and competitive products: Kibana [11] and Grafana [10] .
Kibana is an open source, browser-based analytics and search dashboard for Elasticsearch [2] . Kibana has very good learning curve and it is flexible and powerful. Grafana is a general purpose dashboard and graph composer. It is focused on providing rich ways to visualize time series metrics, mainly though graphs but supports other ways to visualize data through a plugin panels. It currently has rich support for for Graphite, InfluxDB and OpenTSDB and it supports other data sources via plugins. General purpose of Grafana makes it ideal candidate for ROOT performance infrastructure. Both platforms have similar feature sets.
We decided to utilize the Google benchmarking library because it gives good control over hotspot functions in ROOT and related libraries. This provides detailed data measurements, including memory usage and CPU instruction counters. Additionally, the framework manages traditional benchmarking pitfalls via repeating unstable benchmarks and providing a stable performance environment over time. Last but not the least, it has compatible license with ROOT and backed up by major industry company.
We chose the Grafana because of the offered feature set and because CERN provides first class service for it. In turn, this selects InfluxDB as our time series database because of the native support in Grafana. The setup helps to store a sequence of measured data points, providing data for the same performance measurements over time and stored in time order or as series of numeric values. Each of measurements is paired with a timestamp, defined by a name and a set of labeled dimensions (or "tags").
Information Flow in ROOTBench
ROOTBench is built from industry best practices and tools, to help understand ROOT code performance and monitor the efficiency of the code for a several processor architectures. It additionally allows historical performance measurements for ROOT I/O, vectorization and parallelization sub-systems. The information flow of system starts from a user-defined benchmark. It is written using the Google benchmark framework and compiled to a standalone executable. All benchmark executables are compiled by a Jenkins job every night. This happens by building the ROOT framework and building ROOTbench (rootbench.git) repository against it. After building we run the set of benchmarks in sequential mode on a dedicated machine to reduce the performance fluctuations as much as possible. After each benchmark, the performance data points from continuous benchmarking are fed into an InfluxDB database.
The system is decoupled as shown in Fig 1. Grafana, reads the database and visualizes the obtained data, making it public to the developer community via various Grafana dashboards. Our framework is built on generic and flexible infrastructure and can be reused for other projects easily. The tool can be connected to Jenkins or other similar services. We utilize special Jenkins jobs triggered on nightly basis.
Writing micro benchmarks instead of monolithic macro benchmarks is more relevant for monitoring of performance of software hotspots. Micro benchmarks are hard to write but easy to debug, whereas macro benchmarks are easy to write and hard to debug.
Often, in macro benchmarks where each of the components are contributing to the average performance independently. We can experience problems with hotspots and need of extra profiling with help of such tools as flame graphs or dedicated performance debugging tools such as Intel VTune [6] . It helps to find which component is reducing the average performance, with an overhead and extra time invested in investigation of performance bottlenecks of macro benchmark. In addition, macro benchmarks can hide performance regressions because the overall runtime is greater.
The idea of a micro benchmark is to provide a routine which checks performance only for a small set of targeted functionality. In other words, the call stack should be as shallow as possible. The concept of a micro benchmark is similar to the concept of well-written unit test. This kind of benchmarks is very sensitive and can easily amplify and outline regressions. Assuming that we control the system noise well, finding regressions is a lot easier.
It can be challenging for micro benchmarking infrastructure to provide stability of measurements in time, especially for physical machines used for measurements for long times (for getting historical data). One of requirements is that we need to be able to detect noise from the data and tracking regressions.
We would like to introduce to the reader, in practical terms, how to use the ROOTBench system. We will use two examples checking scalability with respect to vectorisation and threading. 1 #include <benchmark/benchmark.h> After the initialization section we use a loop which is controlled by the framework. It's purpose is to stabilize the results. Next two macro expansions BENCHMARK_TEMPLATE are used for registering our BM_Plane3D_Hessian as a monitoring function. We register two instances of the function, one taking standard type double and a second one taking a vectorization-enabling type ROOT::Double_v. This allows us to compare the level of vectorization against the baseline. We finish by defining the benchmark executable main function via BENCHMARK_MAIN.
Listing 2 defines a multi-threaded benchmark. Line 7, 8, 20 and 21 show the initialization and destruction sections. In the loop we monitor a small helper function which uses the TBufferMerger API to fill a TTree with random data. Line 11 makes the benchmark configurable by allowing to set the flush level by specifying a Range configuration.
The benchmark registration tells the benchmark to use flush rates between 1 and 32 MB with a step of 8. We configure the benchmark to use real time which is more important in multithreaded environments. In addition we set a thread range in the interval between 1 and twice the number of underlying hardware threads to measure hyperthreading effects. The visualization of a similar to the example function can be seen in Figure 3 
Results
Each Grafana panel is tied to a specific data source that belongs to a particular organization (organization group for Grafana). Grafana has multiple organizations in order to support a wide variety of deployment models, including using a single Grafana instance to provide service to multiple potentially untrusted organizations. In our case Grafana is deployed within a single organization ROOTBench and centrally provided InfluxDB database.
The dashboard is where it all comes together: data via queries, panels and its settings. For a Grafana organization of data is pretty canonical: dashboards can be considered as a set of one or more panels organized into rows. User can control time period of interest by selecting it in the dashboard time picker. This gives possibility to visualize performance statistics from hours to months. Dashboards can be dynamic which allows a single template to be applied to a multiple sets of data with similar properties. More complicated dashboards can be used to correlate the time series data in the panel with other external factors, such as an operating system update or other performance-significant changes significant (via annotations). Dashboards (or a specific panel) can be shared easily via unique URLs, or via snapshot functionality to encode all the data currently being viewed into a file.
Currently we define Real Time (RT), CPU Time and RSS memory footprint measurements. Figures 2, 3, 4, 5 show several real-world examples from Grafana instance at URL https://root-bench.cern.ch. Figure 2 outlines performance improvements in the Interpreter benchmarks. In green is denoted the performance of the ROOT C++ modules feature [8] and in yellow is standard ROOT. The improvement in C++ modules is due to multiple memory optimizations and implementation of more efficient symbol resolution at runtime. The changes introduced the benefits can be found in the following pull requests (PR) PR2093, PR2137 and PR2204. Figure 3 outlines recent performance optimizations in the TBufferMerger class. A callback functionality was removed to avoid oversubscription of the threads. The improvements made ROOT more thread-safe and now users can decide if they want to use threads or tasks with TBufferMerger. Figure 4 demonstrates a comparison of vectorized and scalar code in the Mag function of ROOT's GenVector library. Figure 5 shows the memory footprint of the HSimple benchmark when ROOT is compiled with different compilers. 
Conclusion
ROOTBench is in its infancy, but it already proved itself useful. The tool is often used to find performance degradation. Performance sensitive code can be monitored at the cost of a standard pull requests against the ROOTBench GitHub repository. ROOTBench is a part of the ROOT release checklist, pre-requiring to verify that there are no performance regressions for current release.
There are number of enhancements to introduce. We would like to:
• enable the current infrastructure to work on pull requests -require more hardware machines to satisfy the pull request development bandwidth of ROOT.
• add more benchmarks statistics to stabilize the RT metrics.
• add performance node monitoring to monitor regressions in the host hardware to reduce noise.
• add versioning of dashboards -dashboards auto generation via JavaScript.
• add performance benchmarking coverage -in shows how well monitored is given component. In turn, the benchmark authors can obtain information if certain hotspot is monitored.
• add more custom benchmark metrics -we can measure more precisely memory footprints by using the cling AST stats.
• add alert mechanism -in cases benchmark values go beyond certain threshold a notification to a list of subscribers is sent.
• add mechanisms for defining a custom alert thresholds.
• add automatic generation of flame graphs -a visualization of the hot functions.
• add mechanisms to run on older commits -the infrastructure should be able to replay all performance measurements in given time intervals. This is useful if the data is lost or the underlying hardware is changed.
• implement a performance bisection tool -an automatic tool for pinpointing the relevant change which caused a regression.
• a possibility of separate coverage measurements based on additive coverage calculation.
• add annotations -areas from the Grafana plots which can be marked false positives regions by users
Performance of large-scale systems is fragile and can vary on the different systems. It is vital for the projects to offer a set of tools and benchmarks allowing coders to reason about performance. We hope ROOTBench is a step towards recognizing and solving the problem ensuring better sustainability of HEP Software.
